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STEADY AS SHE GOES, WHICH ISN’T SAYING MUCH
The labor market continues its ragged process of healing, but progress is slow. What now look
like strong gains in monthly employment would have been greeted with a yawn ten or twenty
years ago. Our survey of state tax receipts show withheld collections growing, but not strongly;
sales tax receipts softened in October. Meanwhile, several Fed research papers suggest the central bank will remain indulgent even when it reduces its pace of asset purchases; there’s even
some worry about structural damage to the labor market caused by rampant long-term unemployment. And the OECD reminds us that if we want to get employment growing more rapidly,
we need more business startups (which we’re not really getting).

In October, the economy continued its crawl despite disruptions caused by the partial
shutdown of the Federal government. A unusually unruly employment report revealed
larger job gains than anticipated, and a large number of people leaving the labor force.

Retail sales were sound, with decent gains in most large categories, save building materials and a price-related decline in gasoline. Incomes are weak, so shopping durability is a bit surprising…

…but a partial explanation: In their latest Household Debt and Credit Report, the New
York Fed reported that household debt all of kinds increased in the third quarter and,
“it appears that households have crossed a turning point in the deleveraging cycle.

The FOMC is banging the table: they want the financial markets to accept interest
rates and asset purchases as two different tools. It’s pretty clear they want to back off
the latter, sooner than later, and want money invested in growth.

Contact Us
For more information about Sightlines Bulletin,
please call us at 515 223 0611 or click here to email us.
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LOOKING GOOD, IF NOT GREAT
October employment
Although the October headline gain of
204,000 surprised many analysts, the heavy
contribution of leisure and hospitality to the
surprise makes one want to wait before declaring this an acceleration in trend employment growth, a suspicion confirmed by the
weakness in forward-looking measures like
hours and temp employment
October’s headline gain of 204,000 was
indeed the strongest initial print since February, and well above the 168,000 average of
the previous five months. The goods sector, up 35,000, was unusually strong, mainly
because of manufacturing, which added
19,000 (almost four times its average over
the last year). Construction rose 11,000, with
only heavy/civil not participating. Private services added 177,000, in line with its average
over the last year. In the plus column were
retail, up 44,000, well above its recent average; information, up 5,000 (with the quirky
movie crowd accounting for half the gain);
finance, up 7,000; professional and business
services, up 44,000 (which is actually about
a fifth below its recent average); education
and health, up 23,000 (with health adding a
below-average 15,000—it’s starting to look
like the sector is experiencing a structural
employment slowdown, belatedly reflecting
a slowdown in spending growth); and, the
star of the show, leisure and hospitality, up
53,000, well above its recent average, with
more than half coming from bars and restaurants. Significant revisions raised August and
September payrolls by 60,000, but the major
reason was the bars and restaurants subsector, which accounted for 50,000.
Hours worked have bounced around between 34.4 and 34.6 hours for the last couple
of years, so the October reading, at 34.4
hours, was at the bottom of this narrow
© Copyright 2013 Sightlines Bulletin. All rights reserved.

range. Aggregate hours rose 0.2% - though
services were up a healthy 0.5%.
Average hourly earnings rose 0.1%, and were
flat in services. Over the year, hourly earnings
were up 2.2% overall, and 2.1% in services.
Aggregate payrolls were unchanged for production workers, and up 0.3% for all workers.
The household survey was another story entirely. Total employment was off by 735,000,
though 507,000 of that came from government workers, most of them furloughed by
Uncle Sam. But private sector employment
was off by 9,000 in the household survey.
And there was massive labor force withdrawal - a 720,000 decline from September.
In percentage terms, that decline is the 27th
biggest in the series’ 789-month history.
So, despite the headline gain that was a
veritable “jobs shocker,” weakness in earnings
and hours, and signs of labor force malaise
warn that we should not get ahead of ourselves here.

October state tax receipts
The strength in October employment was
foreshadowed by our survey of October
state-level withheld tax receipts. In October, 62% of the states in our survey met or
exceeded their forecasted withheld tax collections, up from 44% in September, and
the highest level since May’s 79%. The percentage reporting growth over the year fell
to 78% from September’s 95%, the average
over-the-year rate of change rose to 3.2%
from September’s 2.5%, and the margin from
forecast up to zero from September’s –0.36%.
As we inch forward in this slow recovery—
recently downgraded from the “half-speed
recovery” to the “one-third to one-half speed
recovery” by our revenue contact who
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coined the term years ago—the tiresome
month-to-month and state-to-state fluctuations persist.

FOUR EMPLOYMENT INDICATORS
TLR WITHHOLDING DIFFUSION INDEX
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The good news continues to be evidence of
an improved housing market, mostly visible
in stronger real-estate transfer taxes, and
better employment growth in some hard-hit
areas. But not all: there has been some weakening in one recently. Our contact in an east
coast powerhouse is “definitely concerned
that things are now a bit weaker than we
expected in this weak recovery.” On the other
hand, our contact in a western state with a
heavy manufacturing sector is reporting continued improvement in employment conditions, but with that and a few more tepid
exceptions, even the states reporting aboveaverage growth bracket that strength: “October appears to have been a solid month—
breaking a string of withholding misses over
the last few months.”
The most potentially damaging news for the
long-in-the-tooth but seemingly nascent
recovery came from our Midwestern contact
who tracks manufacturing withheld receipts:
he suspects the three-month moving average is now stalled.
Sales tax collections softened in October.
60% of the states in our survey met or exceeded their forecasted sales tax collections, down from 74% in September, but we
suspect a tax change in a large state threw
off the forecast. (The effect of rate changes
are very hard to project.). If we rejigger the
survey to account of that non-economic
change, our survey would have been about
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The Conference Board’s ETI leads payroll growth by
about three months. It appears here with permission.
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TLR sales tax indexes, 1994–2013
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what it was in September. The percentage
of states reporting over-the-year growth
was stable at 92% (95% in September), and
the average over-the-year rate of change
slipped to 3.1% from September’s 4.3%. A
couple of states were well below forecast,
so the margin from forecast slipped to -0.4%
from September’s +0.9%.
Use tax, which generally reflects business
conditions since they are the only way who
pay those taxes voluntarily, may be falling
before sales receipts, which could be signaling developing weakness. We are looking
into this and will keep you posted.
As is the case with withheld receipts, weakness was concentrated in the Midwest, and
most of our contacts in that region are now
noting slowing conditions, and tying that
weakness to slowing in the manufacturing sector. Manufacturing strength has lent
structural support to our iffy recovery. We
raise some concern about auto manufacturing below, and any weakening in auto production, with its mighty multipliers, is going
to be a problem indeed.

Fed research
A number of big idea papers were released
by Federal Reserve researchers in November, and although state tax receipts are
holding up and the labor market continues
to improve modestly, we were happy to see
Federal Reserve officials and researchers
confirming a commitment to incoming data,
and suggesting new ideas for how to deal
with ongoing, perhaps burgeoning, weakness.
First, St. Louis Fed President James Bullard gave a presentation, which included
the nifty spider graph (shown on p. 5) that
comprises 13 major employment indicators,
grouped by Leading Indicators, Employer
Behavior, Confidence, and Utilization. It’s
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graph by James Bullard, FRB St Louis

nicely done, and we’re a bit jealous. Quite
noticeable is the fact that all three Leading
Indicators, and Job Openings, grouped with
Employer Behavior although job openings
have some of the leading indicator in them,
have been outperforming the rest of the field
since the recovery began. Job openings,
temp help, and initial claims have now surpassed their 2004 positions, but the number
of employed (which one could argue is the
most important labor-market indicator), and
unemployed are only three-fifths of the way
there, hires and quits less than two-fifths.
(It’s easy to see how over the course of the
recovery many, including a notable regional
Fed president, were looking for way to rationalize this discrepancy. And it’s nice that attention to data that has led many of them to

reverse course.) Anyway, this graph is a good
way to frame labor-market developments in
coming months.
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In the presentation itself, Bullard stresses that
upcoming decisions will be data dependent,
and that the FOMC itself thinks of current
tools, short-term rates and asset purchases,
as independent, while the financial markets
conflate them, creating a “challenge for policymakers.” He recommends the FOMC either
convince the financial markets that they really mean it when they say they are independent, or “learn to live with the joint effects of
tapering on both.”
And it looks like the standards for an important piece of that data dependency are about
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to become more forgiving. Last year around
this time two papers written by Fed researchers and advisors came out stressing the
importance of forward guidance at the Zero
Lower Bound (ZLB), and that guidance from
the FOMC was soon forthcoming, to say the
least.
Also in early November, William B. English, of
the Board of Governors, presented a paper he
wrote with J. David López-Salido, and Robert
J. Tetlow, senior economists, “The Federal
Reserve’s Framework for Monetary PolicyRecent Changes and New Questions,” at the
IMF research conference.
Those new questions include two possible
departures from current policy, a permanent
increase in the inflation target, and a shift to
a nominal income level target. Their models show including a nominal income target
would target a lower Fed Funds rate, a higher
PCE inflation rate, a lower unemployment
rate, and a wider output gap. In both papers
it was comments about the unemployment
rate that got the press’s attention, but there
are other things in them to consider.
In a one–two punch, also on the IMF slate
was a paper written by Fed deputy directors former, Dave Reifschnedier, and current,
William L. Wascher, as well as the director
of research David Wilcox, “Aggregate Supply
in the United States: Recent Developments
and Implications for Conduct of Monetary
Policy.” In this paper the authors argue that
the recession has lowered GDP’s potential
trajectory to about 7% below what seemed to
be in place in 2007, that much of the weakness was caused by weakness in aggregate
demand, and that more concern should be
given to hysteresis, the effect of the recent
past, in this recovery than in previous ones.
The authors note that largest losses are in
trend productivity, but that trend labor input
has also slowed, “suggesting that the deep
recession resulted in some structural damage
© Copyright 2013 Sightlines Bulletin. All rights reserved.

to the labor market.” How nice to read that
the recession, not the workers themselves,
damaged the labor market, penned by such
experience.
Although the authors rank evidence on the
lasting power of this damage inconclusive,
they note their models suggest there has
been a slight increase in the natural rate of
unemployment, and a “steepening in the
downtrend of labor force participation.”
It’s that steepening in the decline in participation, and in duration of unemployment, that
leads to authors to suggest that monetary
policy may need to be more “activist” to mitigate future damage to the supply side. They
concede that the distinction between supply
and demand shocks are blurred, and point
out that although supply shocks are often
thought to be outside the influence of monetary policy, there is a good deal of research
that suggests the opposite, including the
blurriness of the two.
They outline three scenarios for policymakers’ response to financial crises: 1) they fail
to recognize the damage to labor input and
multifactor output and “mistakenly view
[these changes] as invariant“ to changes in
monetary policy; 2) they correctly assess the
outlook, but fail to understand how some of
the damage could be reversed by more aggressive monetary policy (some harsh words
here) and; 3) they get both right: “Only in this
case, then, is optimal policy computed using
full information.”
Significantly, the authors suggest that if policymakers focused on keeping the employment-population ratio at trend, among other
things, policy would be more accommodative. OK, we get that, but their models show
that holding rates near zero for “appreciably
longer” than attention to the unemployment
rate itself dictates would result in lower unemployment and higher GDP, and that alPage 6
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though it would lift inflation above the target
for some years, “that additional inflation is
worthwhile from the perspective of policymakers, both because it mitigates the effects
of the ZLB and so helps to boost real activity
through lower real interest rates,” and keeps
inflation near a 2% target.
It is unlikely that these papers would be appearing together this week and no serious
discussion of a lowering of the unemployment target, or a formalization of the abundant Fedspeak stressing the importance of
looking at underlying labor market detail,
would follow.

Auto vs. GDP
MONTHLY AUTO SALES WITH TRENDLINE
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Are auto sales, which recovered nicely from
their recession lows, beginning to slow?
Yearly gains in unit sales averaged just over
12% from 2010–2012; October’s figure was
just under half that. As the graph to the
left shows, monthly sales have bumped up
against the underside of their long-term
trendline. You might expect the monthly
numbers to run above trend for a while, considering the depth of the collapse, but that’s
not the way this recovery/expansion has
been going so far.
The level of sales, despite the recovery, is
still well below where it was in earlier years.
That’s especially true if you adjust for population. There were periods in the 1980s when
sales exceeded 60 units per 1,000 population;
between 2003 and 2005, the average was
just over 57. In October, however, sales were
just 47 per 1,000—up from recession lows
of around 30, but still short of the good old
days.
Remarkably, as the graph to the left shows,
auto sales are actually higher than what you
might expect from GDP. A simple regression of yearly changes in unit sales on yearly
changes in real GDP, which has an r2 of 0.42,
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AUTO UNIT SALES, YEARLY CHANGE
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suggests that auto sales should be declining
about 3% year-to-year, instead of being mildly positive. (See graph to the left.) The “actual”
line is coming down to meet the “predicted”
line, but sales over the last few years, as underwhelming as they’ve been, look stronger
than they “should” be. (Thanks to Kim Hill
of the Center for Automotive Research for a
graph that suggested this investigation.)
The nation’s auto fleet is getting old: the
average age of a vehicle is now 11.4 years,
compared to 8.6 years in 1997. The recession
contributed to the fleet’s aging, but the average has been rising in good times and bad.
As we’ve noted in the past, Americans seem
to be driving a lot less than they used to, and
slower sales and an aging fleet may be another sign of this. And kids today are far less
interested in car ownership, or perhaps less
able to get the cash together, than were prior
generations.

Income disparity
Soon after Yale economics professor Robert
Shiller collected his Nobel Prize last month,
he told the Associated Press that, “the most
important problem we are facing today is rising inequality.” We have raised this issue several times recently, but to us it undermines
the long-term stability of our economy.
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Here we’ve put together some graphs to
highlight one of the big drivers of that disparity: the severing of the link between
corporate profits and capital expenditures.
Graphed to the left is a history of productivity since 1964, against two measures of
pay—total compensation (what’s used in the
productivity series, which includes fringe
benefits) and direct pay (excluding benefits).
Note the enormous wedge that has opened
up between the productivity and pay lines.
And while fringe benefits do accrue to the
benefit of workers, an enormous portion of
the increase in fringes has been accounted
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for by health insurance costs, much of which
is pure inflation. (The CPI medical care subindex is up 500% since 1980, two-and-a-half
times as much as the overall CPI.) And while
it’s very nice to have health insurance, it’s not
much help in paying the rent, food, or tuition
bills.
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That point is made another way by the graph
to the left. Between 1947 and 2002, compensation accounted for an average of 63%
of value added in the corporate sector. It
bobbled about from year to year, but never
departed dramatically from that average.
After 2002, however, the compensation share
began to fall; the average so far in 2013 is
57%. As with the productivity series, however,
compensation paints a much rosier picture
than direct pay, which has been in a steady
downtrend since 1947, falling from 62% then
to 47% in 2013.
A number of prominent economists are wondering these days if the Great Recession is
morphing into a Great Stagnation. We’ll have
more to say about that in our next issue, but
that classic explanation of the Great Depression—that people couldn’t afford to buy what
they made—may be applicable to our current state. Ford understood that the antidote
could be found in decent-wage manufacturing employment, as true today as it was then.
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Data point: Age and size maters
The real engines of job creation in the U.S.
are firms in their first years of life. An important explanation for the slow growth of
employment since the end of the Great Recession—and during the 2002–2007 expansion as well—was a slow rate of new business
formation.
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Small, young firms account for just 13% of
employment, but 33% of gross job creation.
Small, old firms, are strong job destroyers, but
weak creators. Medium, young firms account
for not quite 4% of employment, but twice
as much gross job creation. Large, old firms,
with 30% of total employment, account for
20% of job destruction—but just 16% of gross
job creation. (See bottom graph to the left.)
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The Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) is just out with
its Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard 2013, which presents data for 15 OECD
countries that exhibit very similar patterns to
the U.S. From 2002 through 2011, older firms
throughout the 15 countries were on balance net job destroyers, even in the relatively
strong mid-decade years. Young firms, however, were net job creators throughout, even
during the worst recession years. (See top
graph to the left.)
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Graph shows the share of total employment (blue), of job
destruction (red), and of job creation (green) by firm age and
size. “Young” is 5 years or younger; “old” is 6 or more years.
“Small” is less than 50 employees; “medium” is 50–249; “large”
is 250 or more.
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FINANCIAL INDICATORS
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Fed stays course on QE. Based on the FOMC
October 30th press release and Fed Chair
designee Janet Yellen’s Senate testimony
there in no indication that Fed Funds policy
will change soon. Although it’s clear the
FOMC would like to back off asset purchases,
they have to be careful as long as they can’t
get the financial markets to recognize their
two tools as separate. They have room: inflation remains well below the 2% annual target,
and inflation expectations remain muted.
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Yield curve down. Average yields on Treasury notes (2-year to 10-year maturities) and
bonds (20 and 30-year maturities) all decreased during October. The fact that Treasury yields have largely moved lower is a sign
that markets have not been too spooked by
the political problems in Washington.
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Corporate rates drop. During October the
average interest rates for all corporate debt
rating categories decreased, and risk spreads
narrowed. Average yields are above where
they were a year ago, but remain quite low.
During October $104.2 billion in new nonconvertible corporate debt was issued, with
over a quarter of it high-yield.
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a slight downtick in October the prevailing
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2.6%). Given that monetary and fiscal policies
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recent widening is a positive sign for growth.
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Mortgage rates fall slightly. The average interest rate for 15-year fixed mortgages fell by 25
bps from September and October, and by 30
bps for 30-year loans. Although rates are up
over the past year, existing house sales were
up almost 11% from a year earlier. Census did
not release new house sales or permit data
because of the shutdown.
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REAL INDICATORS
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The unemployment rate rose 0.1 point in October, but the household numbers were odd
and confusing overall, so there’s little to say
except that the downtrend in unemployment
remains intact, though the trend is greatly
flattered by labor force withdrawal. For the
year ending in October, the participation rate
is down 0.9 point and the employment/population ratio by 0.5 point. That is very odd for
an economic expansion.
Retail sales grew 3.9% for the year ending in
October, 1.4 points below the 2012 average
and just over half the 2011 average. Autos
are boosting the yearly growth rate; ex-auto,
retail sales were up just 2.4% for the year
ending in October—a considerable comedown from the averages of 2011 and 2012.
Although we don’t think we’re on the verge
of recession, the recent pattern of retail sales
resembles the late-cycle behavior of the previous two expansions.
Inflation remains very modest, with headline
prices up 0.9% for the year ending in October, and core (ex-food and energy) price up
1.7%. Inflation has been trending downward
for the last couple of years despite all the
stimulus coming from the Federal Reserve. As
long as labor markets remain as slack as they
are, it’s hard to see where any serious bout of
inflation could come from—especially with
fiscal policy tightening and QE tapering.
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Employment growth remains steady at a 1.7%
annual rate, where it’s been for most of the
last two years. Private employment growth is
stronger, at at 2.1% annual rate. The gap between the two, 0.4 point, is unusually wide;
from 1980 to 2007, the gap averaged only 0.1
point (in favor of private). Had government
employment grown in line with the private
sector average, there would have been almost 650,000 more people employed in
October 2013 than actually were.
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